1. When describing the interior structure of an area minimizing m dimensional locally rectifiable current T in jR m+1 , one calls a point #£spt r^spt dT regular or singular according to whether or not x has a neighborhood V such that VT\spt T is a smooth m dimensional submanifold of 2? m+1 . As a result of the efforts of many geometers it is known that there exist no singular points in case m^6;a detailed exposition of this theory may be found in [ 
Z = d(E l_R i\ \x:xi + %2 + %z + #4 < #5 + H + #7 + Xa))
is a 7 dimensional area minimizing current in R 8 with the singular point 0. This implies that, for m>7, E"»~7XZ is an m dimensional area minimizing current in R m~7 XR 8^Rm+1 with the m -7 dimensional singular set R m~7 X {o}. Here we will show (Theorem 1) that the Hausdorff dimension of the singular set of an m dimensional area minimizing rectifiable current in R m+1 never exceeds tn -7. Our method also yields the result (Theorem 2) that the Hausdorff dimension of the singular set of an m dimensional area minimizing flat chain modulo 2 in R™** never exceeds rn~-2, for arbitrary codimension p.
2. We use the terminology of [3] . Given any positive integer m we choose Ï according to [3, 5.4 .7] with n~in+l and let <*{T) -{*.-e"d|2l|, *) è T} for T E (CiR** 1 ). 
Then <t& [co(r)P\S(a, /3J"*) ] > a(fe)j37*£ and the corresponding currents Q*^ (tM< ° *-a)#2" satisfy the condition <£» [co(<2*)ni?( 
and S is absolutely area minimizing with respect to 2? To deduce the conclusion of the theorem from the statement verified above we suppose aÇzR m+1~s pt dT and proceed as in [3,5.3 .18] to find a positive number p and a representation It is not yet known whether the conclusion of Theorem 1 could be sharpened so as to require that 3Ç, mr~7 (K~V)< <*> for every compact subset K of spt r^sptd!*; in case w=*7 this holds according to [3, 5.4 .16].
3. Next we discuss area minimizing m dimensional chains with arbitrary codimension p in R m+p . When p > 1 the singular set can have dimension tn -2, as illustrated in [3, 5.4.19] by the example of holomorphic chains. It follows from [3, 5,3.16 ] that the singular set of an area minimizing m dimensional rectifiable current T is nowhere dense in spt T, but the largest possible value of the dimension of the singular set is not yet known in case p> 1 and m> 1.
The situation becomes much simpler when Z is replaced as coeffi- 
In fact the extension of our two lemmas from jR m + 1 to R m +*> is trivial, the present current T is representative modulo 2, hence co(r)^spt 2 ôr equals the singular subset of spt r^spt^T, and the induction now starts with the case w = l where the singular set is known to be empty.
For m = 2 it was found in [l, Theorem 3(1) ] that the singular set is isolated and spt T^spt^düPis the image of an immersion of a 2 dimension manifold in R 2+p . However, for m > 2 it is not yet known whether one could sharpen the conclusion of Theorem 2 so as to require that 3Q, m~2 (K~V) < oo for every compact subset K of spt T~spt 2 dT. Recalling 
